Grease separators for indoor installations

Labko EuroREK SL
®

NS2...NS7 grease separators

for cleaning greasy wastewater

The Labko grease separators are reliable entities manu-

The Labko EuroREK SL grease separators are well-designed

factured in Finland and ready to be installed. They include

– they have a polished look and their design also enables quick

a separator, a gastight cover and a grease alarm.

and flexible installation as well as makes them durable and

These separator systems ensure that the sewer system

easy to maintain.

operates faultlessly.

	 Restaurants
	 Bars
	 Grills
	 Small restaurants
	 Canteens and lunchrooms
Rotating washing
nozzle, accessory.

Benefits and advantages

The EuroREK SL grease separators are intended to be installed
inside the building above the floor, and they are suited to both
new construction and renovated buildings. The sludge and grease
room of the EuroREK NS2 and NS4 SL separators are located
in the same single-section tank, whereas the EuroREK NS7 SL
separator consists of two separate tanks.

Fulfils the requirements of the grease separator

Light and slim
The tanks of the EuroREK SL grease separators are light and
slim. The separators can easily fit through doorways and can be
manoeuvred by two people. The frames of the separators have
plenty of lifting lugs to ease transport and manoeuvring indoors.

A Finnish quality product with a long life cycle

The EuroREK SL separators are emptied effortlessly and without odours from outside the property with the emptying pipe and
suction box. These are available as accessories. The rotating
washing nozzle is a new accessory available for the separators.
It can be switched on during emptying to improve the process.

EuroREK SL

Length

Width

Height

Socket size

Weight

mm

mm

mm

mm

kg

NS2 SL

1640

750

1670

D110

142

NS4 SL

2070

750

1670

D110

198

NS7 SL

Consists of separate NS2 and NS4 tanks, whose
measurements are given above.
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Alarm system for grease room level and filling
included as part of standard delivery
Light to transport, quick and easy to install
Slim model can fit into small spaces
The option to use suction emptying eases use
of the product
Easy to empty from outside with the suction box
(IMUBOX) quick coupling case
Gastight cover seals odours
Handedness can be switched to suit
the installation site
Sampling coupling
EuroREK grease separator accessories
(recommended for site-specific equipment)
Data transfer unit
IMUBOX and Tupla-IMUBOX (double suction box)
quick coupling cases (suction pipes)
Rotating washing nozzle

EuroREK
NS2...NS7 SL
grease separator
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Easy to maintain and empty
The separator is easy to maintain through the gastight screw cap.
The tanks are manufactured from durable and recyclable PE plastic. There are two alternative installation openings each for suction
and ventilation pipes on top of the separators, which means that
the handedness of the separators can be selected based on the
installation site. The two tanks of the EuroREK NS7 SL separator
can be installed in line or at an angle. The designer determines
the desired installation solution, and the separator sockets are
customised at the factory according to the specifications.

standard EN 1825

Pictorino

Features

Due to continuous product development, Wavin reserves the right to make alterations without prior notice.

Applications

